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Your Gifts Makes a Difference!
Our Mission:
Summit Montessori School is a community dedicated to developing respectful, self-motivated, life-long learners. Through a challenging, individualized, Montessori-based curriculum, children cultivate their strengths to
reach their unique potential and to become active participants in the global community.
Many persons have a wrong idea of what constitutes true happiness. It is not attained
through self gratification but through fidelity to a worthy purpose. ~~~ Helen Keller
When parents and schools form partnerships for the benefit of the students, amazing things happen. At Summit
Montessori School we witness good partnerships whenever our students and our teachers are together; whenever the Board convenes; whenever volunteers give their time; whenever we receive a donation. And we are enormously thankful for our generous and involved community. Together we advance Summit’s mission and make
lifelong learning happen every day.

Like the vast majority of other independent schools, tuition revenues at Summit intentionally cover only about 85
to 90% of the actual costs of educating a student. Independent schools typically budget this way to keep tuition
as affordable as possible for the broadest segment of the population. Philanthropy and fundraising close the
“gap” between tuition and the actual cost of a student’s education. Annual gifts to the Summit Fund and the dollars raised during our spring event are essential pieces of our operating budget. Summit’s Board of Trustees uses
fundraising revenue to help run the school during the academic year.
We are fortunate to have a generous community here at Summit. During the past year we had volunteers in the
classrooms talking about their respective cultures and traditions, Room Parents helping with communication,
library volunteers, committee members, classroom readers, and a host of energetic parents that orchestrated our
spring fundraiser Lights, Camera, Auction! We also had excellent community participation in the Summit Fund:




Classroom teachers & school administration – 100% participation
Trustees – 100% participation
Current families – 81% participation

All of us at Summit are truly grateful to all those who gave so generously and worked so hard to support our
School in so many ways last year. Every gift of “time, talent, and treasure” truly made a difference.

This report acknowledges donations received during fiscal year 2018 - July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018. We have
made every effort to be as accurate as possible in compiling our lists. If your name has been omitted or listed
incorrectly, please contact the Development Office at (508) 872-3630.
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From the Head of School
Realizing the Dream
Dear Parents, Grandparents, Past Parents, Alumni and
Friends of the School,
It is with enormous gratitude that I thank you, our Summit
community, for the very generous support that you offer in
so many forms to our school each year. As a “small by design”, yet globally facing school, Summit has big dreams.
Our dreams, among others, include a sustainable future in
which a wide spectrum of children and families can continue to join together and benefit from the school’s wonderful
programs. With your help and support, many of our dreams
are being realized.
Throughout the past several years your gifts to the school have made a difference to all children enrolled here in
many important ways. Here are some examples: Some years ago, we dreamed of integrating technology in mindful ways into our Montessori elementary program. In response a family offered a generous gift that enabled us to
update our tech infrastructure and add technology to our programming where appropriate. As a result, we have
added engineering and design elements to our Art Studio, and this year our Upper Elementary students spent
eight weeks communicating with a cohort group in Zimbabwe, working on solutions to the global water crisis.
A few years back we dreamed of adding a part time specialized reading support teacher to our staff so that children who are thriving in our Montessori environment and need specific reading support, can receive such support within their regular school day. A generous alum parent sewed the seeds of this dream’s realization with a
two-year gift that offered start-up money for an Orton-Gillingham program. The program continues and has
grown to support 7-10 students per year.
Several years ago we dreamed of transforming the elementary playground landscape into a NatureScape to be
enjoyed by all children, and of enhancing the Children’s House playground with more opportunities for imaginative play. Generous parent donations via our annual Auction “Raise-the-Paddle” provided seed money for the development of our NatureScape, along with much-beloved playground equipment such as our elementary dome
and the Children’s House giant wooden blocks and “mud kitchen.”
We highly value, and dream of, robust diversity in our school community. Our Financial Aid program, which is in
part funded by the Summit Fund, helps to enable a wide range of families to benefit from our school.
During the 2017-18 school year 81% of our current families contributed to the Summit Fund. This level of participation is extraordinary and clearly demonstrates to our faculty and staff, our Board, and the donors in our extended community that our families believe in the important work we do. Because of your philanthropy, we continue to dream the dream and to move forward into each subsequent year stronger, ever more optimistic in our
vision and future, and better equipped for the joys and challenges that lie ahead. We thank you!
Kind regards,
Martha Torrence
Head of School
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From the Board of Trustees
Dear Members of the Summit Community,
As outgoing Board Chair, one of my very pleasant final responsibilities is to
thank members of the Summit community for their confidence in our
school and the generosity that this confidence reflects.
Schools of any size and any configuration—nursery to university—both cultivate and solicit the participation of their membership. The Montessori
curriculum develops in children a sense of responsibility for their surroundings and the welfare of their
peers. And we adults—parents, faculty and staff, alumni, and friends—reflect this spirit of giving through the
invaluable contributions to Summit’s success we make each year. While our motivation may reflect different relationships with Summit, we are united in the satisfaction we take in supporting the development of children for
whom a Summit experience provides an enduring social, emotional and educational foundation.
So — a not very original, but deeply appreciative— THANK YOU for your collective contributions to Summit this
past year. Through your gifts you have demonstrated your connection to this unique and very special school.
Sincerely,
Geoff Pierson , Chair of the Summit Board of Trustees, 2017-2018 school year

Board of Trustees 2017-2018
Summit Trustees, in partnership with our Head of School, Martha Torrence, provide leadership and a framework
within which the faculty and staff fulfill Summit’s mission. Our Trustees are guided by and advance the mission,
and hold the fiduciary position of the School “in trust.” And they do this all as volunteers because they believe in
the mission, the School, and the faculty and administration. We are grateful for all their contributions – their
financial support, their passion and commitment, their wisdom, their many talents, and their hours of work.
Dennis Campbell, parent
Rebecca Crawford, parent & Secretary
Krissy Davis, parent & Treasurer
Phil Dixon, alumni parent
Josh Grossetti, parent
Robert Kamanitz, alumni parent
Geordie Mitchell
Jessica Mooraj, alumni parent
Joyce Nett
Kingsley (Chip) Norris
Geoffrey Pierson, Board Chair , FY18
Kate Salley, parent
Martha Torrence, Head of School
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From the Development Committee
Dear Current and Past Parents, Alumni, and Friends,
Each year the Development Committee begins the new school year with ambitious goals.
While sometimes our task seems daunting, we are committed to assuring that Summit
has the financial resources to implement its exceptional educational program. This year
we are delighted to share with you the good news contained in this Annual Giving Report. Some of the highlights are as follows:






$142,793 in gifts to the Summit Fund
The “Lights, Camera, Auction!” family fundraiser added $31,586 to our
operating budget
Raise-the-Paddle at the spring fundraiser resulted in $11,755 for Summit’s outdoor environment,
technology program, and Children’s House playground
81% of all current parents donated to the Summit Fund
An average of 98% Summit Fund parent participation in the elementary classes

It is our donors who make these robust results possible. To all of you who support Summit, we thank you! When
we call, email, or chat with you, your willingness to consider Summit a philanthropic priority is gratifying.
Thanks also go to all our volunteers, from the Development Committee listed below to all those who worked to put
together our outstanding events, culminating in our spring family fundraiser – Lights, Camera, Auction! Your time
and talent are greatly appreciated.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the work of Lois Pond, our outgoing Director of Development. It has been a
pleasure to work with you for these last seven years. Your commitment to Summit, enthusiasm for fundraising, and
tireless efforts are infectious. We could not have had the success we have without you. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Chip Norris , Summit Trustee and Development Committee Chair

The Development Committee 2017-2018
As Lois has drilled into our heads – “Development is a team sport.” Your willingness to attend frequent meetings
and events and take responsibility for contacting parents, alumni, and
friends to solicit support for our School has been successful productive,
and enjoyable. Thank you all! Below are the members of Summit’s Development Committee:
Rebecca Crawford, parent & trustee
Geordie Mitchell, trustee
Sujatha Mizar, parent
Joyce Nett, trustee
Chip Norris, Development Committee Chair & trustee
Nahdia Pirzada, parent & SMPA leadership
Lois Pond, Director of Development
Alex Stephen, grandparent
Kate Salley, parent & trustee
Martha Torrence, Head of School
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By the Numbers
As in the vast majority of independent schools, the Summit Board of Trustees purposefully sets tuition at a rate
that covers only approximately 85-90% of our School’s operating expenses. And, like other independent schools,
we rely on the collective generosity of our extended community to close the gap between what is covered by
tuition and the actual cost of a student’s education. Because of our community’s generosity, we can offer an individualized Montessori education to a broader population while expanding and enhancing our existing curricular
offerings.
In the 2017-2018 academic year, philanthropy accounted for approximately 9% of Summit’s operating revenue.
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Parents’ Perspective
Why We Give
By Kate & Scott Salley, parents in CH2
When our son, Stephen, joined Summit
just before his fourth birthday in 2016,
we were so happy to have landed in
such a warm, nurturing place. The
Children’s House classroom was a
quiet buzz of activity, and it wasn’t
long before he came home with all
sorts of knowledge and skills that
reinforced our decision to have him
attend Summit. It wasn’t just the
academic piece - at that age, colors,
numbers and that sort of thing - but
also the approach to valuable skills
such as conflict resolution and respect
for classmates, our community and the
world. So when the Summit Fund ask
came around, it was natural for us to
contribute as a show of support and
thanks.
We weren’t only inspired to give by
the benefits we saw for our own child,
though. Having had the opportunity to
speak with Summit alumni, we learned that Summit students developed a strong foundation on which they could
capably build wherever they went next. As we got to interact more with lower and upper elementary students at
Summit, we were filled with pride for these students. Most recently, watching the graduating sixth graders give
their senior project presentations and speak at graduation, we were so impressed with their knowledge, poise
and thoughtfulness. Knowing that the Summit Fund supports the day-to-day curriculum, including important
programs, such as Level Up Village, Nature’s Classroom and Montessori Model U.N., that benefit these students,
giving to Summit demonstrates the hope and gratitude we feel seeing young people like this setting off on their
next chapter.
In addition to supporting our own child’s education and that of all Summit students, we recognize the
importance of having Summit Montessori School as part of our community. We are so fortunate have such a wide
range of educational options locally and feel strongly that such a variety enables parents to find the best fit for
each individual child. Giving to the Summit Fund helps to ensure the sustainability of Summit and the availability
of an excellent Montessori education, with a tight knit and welcoming school community, in a beautiful setting
here in MetroWest
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The Summit Fund
Each year the members of our extended community—current and past parents, trustees, grandparents, faculty,
staff, alumni, and friends of school—are asked to make a meaningful and positive difference in the educational
lives of our students by contributing to the Summit Fund. The Summit Fund is the jewel in the crown of Summit’s
annual giving program and our School’s top fundraising priority.
Thank you for your support of the 2017-2018 Summit Fund. Our annual fund reached $142,793, because of
contributions like yours. This year current family participation was 81%, a sign of a generous and engaged community.

Every student and member of the faculty and staff relies on the Summit Fund, a critical resource that enriches all aspects of campus life and learning. Your philanthropy enables us to provide exceptional educational opportunities for our students and important resources for our faculty. Your investment also allows
us to offer outdoor education and field trips, maintain and enhance our historic building, and grant financial aid to deserving families. Above all, your gifts to the Summit
Fund help us to deliver on our mission to develop “respectful, selfmotivated, life-long learners.”

Summit Fund 2017-2018 Donors
The Summit Club ($15,000 +)
Krissy & Evan Davis
The Marino Charitable Foundation – Michelle & Roger Marino, Trustees
Mount Everest ($5,000 – 9,999)
Anonymous
Claudia Davidoff & Joseph Kahan
Therese & Kurt Melden
Denali ($2,500 - $4,900)
Stephen Salley
Monica & James Shay
Martha Torrence

Mount Ranier ($1,000 - $2,499)
Sarah & Nadir Ahmed
Yana & Eric Bloomstein
Louise & Kevin Carroll
Lois & Robert Clayson
Rebecca & Matthew Crawford
Leslie Lussier & Edward DiGeronimo
Jill & Phil Dixon
DonateWell (matching gifts)
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Fidelity Foundation (matching gifts)
John Harradon, CPA
Tilia & Doug Jacobs
Darcey Dakers & Robert Kamanitz
Jessica & Hussain Mooraj
Kingsley & Katherine Norris
Geoff Pierson
Lois & Jonathan Pond
Melissa Rossi for Sanofi Genzyme PV (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Kate & Scott Salley

Mount Washington ($600 - $999)
Nahdia Pirzada & Omer Khan
Mount Monadnock ($250 - $599)
Anonymous
Chaitanya Nutakki & Sai Krishna Avula
Benevity Causes (matching gifts)
Martha & Scott Blandford
Maureen & Neal Brenner
Teresia LaFleur & Dennis Campbell
Mary Ann & Gregory Ciampa
GE Foundation (matching gifts)
Heather & Derick Gentile
Sophia & Jimmy Georges
Thompson Greenlaw
Pamela & Josh Grossetti
Laurie Herndon
Natalija Jovanovic & Mitchell Peabody
Siobhan & Gerard Mahaney
Raluca & Eric Mandrila-Viazmensky
Geordie Mitchell
Sujatha Mizar & Peter Martin
Robin Moore & Adam Jenkins
Patricia & Jack Murphy
Joyce Nett
Network for Good (matching gifts)
Katrina & Chris O’Gahan
Patricia Ofodile & France James
Michele & Christopher Pierce
Smita Rajan & Vishwanath Iyer
Charles Rousseau, Esq.
Priscilla & C. David Seuss
Summer & Dan Shaud
Janice Spada, DMD
Razeyah & Alex Stephen
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Shabnam Shahvar & Amir Vaziri
Marilyn & Joseph Wholley
Mount Wachusett (Up to $249)
Anonymous
Susan Ackerman
Francisca Adams
Namita & Aaron Agarwal
Emily & Rob Alexander (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Jean Anderson
Kristin Getchell & Jacob Backon
Dax Fayard-Murray (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Lorraine Bennett
Daniella Louis & Demius Bessard
Bindiya Bhalla
Maddie & Jordan Blair
Sr. Martha Bringham & Mary Buckley (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Eileen Buckley (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Julie Burke (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Denitsa Burroughs (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Cynthia Callahan (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Tiffany Campbell (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Nora Carbonneau
Joe & Minita Chandler
Natalya Chubarova & Igor Chubarov
Anne Clarke (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Laila Cook (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Helen & Mark Cooper
Elaine Cope (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Matt & Laura D’Agostino
Linda D’Alessandro (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Janice Darling
Melissa Davenport (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Hiral Desai
Ryan Kunz & Mishtu Dey
Julie Dinh-Ngoc (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Zhenyan Xu & Yaoming Duan
John & Ann Edson (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Shawn Ellis (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Katelyn & Kennth Fafard
Eric Falcone
Antionette Falzone (memorial gift, Anthony Pasquale Falzone)
Maude Gallinelli (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Evgenija & Alexander Gorbolevsky
Katherine Garrahan (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Leah & Bradley George
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Lisa Giallonardo & Jeffrey Prince

Andrea Green
Gail & Mike Gregory
Heather Greymount (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Stephen Griffin
Thomas Hoke
Callie Kamanitz
Kevin Kamanitz
Nick Kanieff
Liz Keohan
Sarah Abbott & Karl Ketola
Jennifer Klahn & Mark Lindsay
Ann Klein (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Jackie Landry
Christine & Chester Lee
Sylwia Legowik & Arkadiusz Sitek
Alicia & James Lennon
Linda Liu (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Avahn Lobo
Amy Longwell (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Liz & Andrew Love
Hope Luckie & Matthew Grasse
Sharlene Lugo
Michelle & John Luz (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Mariam & Reza Madani
Maureen Picard & Jerry Mahoney (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Kristine Maselli (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Debra McGonnell (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Joseph McPherson (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Sherri & Jon Melamut
Jessica & Dennis Milan
Carol & Peter Miller
RJ Hoar & Katharine Millet
Maria Morelli (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Deborah Niejadlik (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Cherl O’Connor (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Lumpoon Sungkharom & John Palmer
Rick Palmer (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Mary Patten (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Debra & Charles Pederen (memorial gift, Joe
Campbell)
Marisa & Stephen Peluso
Rubina & Shaheen Pirzada
Harrison Potter
Lisa Potter
Lane & Andre Rebelo
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Maria & Manuel Rebelo

Claudio Rodriguez (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Jim Tanner & Danielle Rousseau
Nomi Sofer & Jonathan Rubel
Sarah & William Schmidt
Tyra Sherry
Srinivas Iyengar & Vidya Srinivasan
Parul Matani & Chris Stauffer
Edward Stephen
Danielle & John Stiles (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Gayatri Cuddalorepatta & Rajesh Sunkari
June & Hank Szretter
Joan & William Tansi
Beth Thibault
Barbara Toomey
Mary Ann Travaglione (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Leila Tenreyro-Viana
Marian & Michael Wallace
Pamela Warren
Letty Wheelock (memorial gift, Joe Campbell)
Hilary & Michael Wirtz
Evelyn & James Woldman

Spring Event Committee:
Namita Agarwal
Tanya Cashman Bedore
Natalya Chubarova
Rebecca Crawford
Stephen Griffin
Alicia Lennon, Graphic Designer
Mariam Madani
Parul Matani

Dennis Milan, Event Day Chair
Sujatha Mizar
Katrina O’Gahan
Nahdia Pirzada, Online Auction Chair
Steven Salley, Logistics
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Our Spring FUNdraiser – “Lights, Camera, Auction!”
Last April 7th, the Summit community once more enjoyed a family FUNdraising day right here on campus. Our
historic mansion became a venue for an afternoon that featured a movie, popcorn, and pizza (donated by Pizzeria
Uno); food and mocktails; Silly Salley, the bubble lady; and JoJo, a fabulous teenage magician. What an afternoon!
Our spring FUNdraiser would be completely impossible
without the time and talent of an ebullient, enthusiastic, energetic volunteer pool in the Spring Event Committee. These dedicated parents planned, orchestrated, and made Lights, Camera, Auction! a great occasion
and a financial success.
On board at the start, the following generous parents
made Lights, Camera, Auction! a reality
…together with the able communications assistance of
the Summit Room Parents.
Along with being a fabulous family fun, Lights, Camera,
Auction! was a Summit FUNdraiser. An online auction
bracketed the Saturday afternoon event, generating
exciting bidding for some extraordinary items. The
online auction was the most successful yet, topping
$15,000 in bids! The live auction, held at the Saturday
afternoon event, features some amazing classroom projects. Our sincere thanks go to the Room Parents and
other artists who worked with the children and created
those wonderful items.

At the April 7th event, a host of event volunteers coordinated the performers, the childcare, the crafts, and the movements of the attendees. Matt Crawford and Dennis Milan were the purveyors of good cheer serving up mocktails, hors d’oeuvres, and snacks.

Summit dad Evan Davis served as auctioneer extraordinaire for the live auction and kept the bidding hilarious,
entertaining, and exciting. (He really is just something to watch – the perfect personality for the job.) Rebecca
Crawford, our version of Vanna White, displayed the auction items in fine style.

Immediately following the live auction, Evan and Rebecca worked their fundraising magic for Summit’s Raise-thePaddle. This year’s giving opportunity, entitled THINK.WORK.PLAY , included technology enhancements for the
elementary classes, a climbing structure for the elementary yard, and an outdoor kitchen for the Children’s House
playground. Thank you, participants, for your generosity – you have made a real difference.
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Our spring FUNdraiser – Lights, Camera, Auction! – raised the following:

Tickets
Sponsorships
Live auction
Online auction
Raise-the-Paddle
TOTAL EVENT FUNDRAISING

$ 1,075
$ 1,800 including a $1,500 grant from MutualOne Bank
$13,710
$15,001
$11,755 specifically dedicated to THINK.PLAY.WORK. items
$43,341

A very special thank you goes to the families who donated the use their second homes to our auction: Jane &
Stet Clarke, alumni grandparents, for contributing their spectacular Maui condo again; current grandparent
Shahnaz M. Ahmed, for lending her handsome central London flat for THREE separate weeks to eager donors;
and alumni parents Doug & Tilia Jacobs for sharing their Cannon Mountain getaway. We had some ecstatic winning bidders anticipating extraordinary vacations!
We owe a debt of gratitude to all who solicited, donated, orchestrated, and attended the event. The hard work
and commitment of our volunteers helps keep this small-by-design school functioning at its best. It really does
take a village.
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Event Sponsors

Online Auction Donors (cont’d)
Fun and Games
Get in Shape for Women, Natick
Gregory & Mary Ann Ciampa
Heather Gentile
Irene & Tiffany Campbell
Isaura (Liz) Miranda, Massage Therapist
J.P. Licks
Jen Kettell - Horticulture Education & Consulting
Joyce Nett
Kenneth Berman Photography
Landry's Bicycles
Lazer Craze
Legoland Discovery Center
Lifetime Fitness Framingham
LINX Camps
Liz Keohan
Lois & Elizabeth Pond
Lyndsay Hannah Photography
Magic Beans
Marian Wallace & Tyra Sherry
Marilyn Taylor
Mark Penta , Caricaturist
Martha Torrence
Mary Hunt Davis
Metrowest Bootcamp
Michelle Marino
Mike Aia & Aristocrat Poultry Products
MiniLuxe Wellesley
Ms. Andrea Green
Ms. Louise Carroll
Ms. Hiral Desai
Ms. Jean Anderson & Ms. Joan Tansi
Ms. Liz Love
Ms. Lumpoon & Ms. Katrina
Ms. Nora & Ms. Beth

Gold ($1,500 + )
MutualOne Bank, Framingham
Other Contributors
Chip Norris
Lois Pond
The Rebelo Family
Martha Torrence

Online Auction Donors
Alyssa Blake Hair Lounge
AMC Theater, Framingham
Amika Gair Photography
Anonymous
Antoinette Falcone & the AfterCare students
Anton’s Cleaners
Arturo’s Restaurant
B. Good
Ben & Jerry's Natick
Bertucci's
Bindiya Bhalla
Blue Man Group
Bose Corporation
Boston Duck Tours
Boston Rhythmic Gymnastics
Cakes by J&J
Camp Sewataro
Centre Music House
Community Kiln at Brick Stack
Concord Museum
The Crawford Family
Crowne Plaza, Natick
Dellaria Salon, Natick
Edaville Family Theme Park
Elite Gymnastics Academy
Elizabeth Grady of Framingham
Elizabeth Pond
Energy Fitness and Gymnastics
Especially for Pets
European Wax Center - Framingham
Five Crows
Frozen Ropes Natick
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Music Together Metrowest
MyGym Framingham
Mystic Fitness
Nails & Co. Natick
Namita Agarwal
New England Aquarium
Nick Kanieff
Nicole Curran Photography
Nobscot Dental
North Shore Music Theatre
Old Sturbridge Village
Panera Bread
Pizzeria UNO
Planet Gymnastics
Playtown Express
Release Well-Being Center, Westborough
Roche Brothers
Rock Spot Climbing
Roller Kingdom, Hudson, MA
Samuel Adams Brewery, Boston
Scott Salley
Scrub-a-Dub, Natick
Sheraton Framingham Hotel
Sichuan Gourmet
Silver Leaf Acupuncture
Siobhan Mahaney
Sky Zone
Snip-its Framingham
Stearns Farm CSA
Stephen Griffin
Stop & Shop
Story Land
Sujatha Mizar
Sujatha Mizar's knitting group
Summit Montessori & Lois Pond
Summit Montessori School
Sunbrella IMAX 3D Theatre
Swan Boats, Boston
Teresia LaFleur & Dennis Campbell
The Center for Arts, Natick
The Chateau Restaurant
The Cheesecake Factory
The Discovery Museums, Acton MA

The Fay School
The Grossetti Family
The Institute of Contemporary Art
The Jacobs Family
The Oregon Club
The Paint Bar
The Rail Trail Flatbread Co.
The Red Sox
The Viana Family
The Vin Bin
Tomasso Trattoria
Toscana European Day Spa
Tracy Lin & Shawn Ye
Trader Joe's
Trend Natick
Wegman’s
Westboro Tennis & Swim Club
Whole Foods Market
Yana Bloomstein
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Live Auction Donors
Sujatha Mizar & Tanya Cashman Bedore
Jane & Stet Clark
The Ahmed Family, particularly Nadir’s mom
The Jacobs Family
…and the students, teachers, and Room Parents in the
following classrooms:
Beginners (Toddler Puzzle)
Children’s House 1 (“Handy” Picnic Table)
Children’s House 2 (Cinematic Quilt)
Children’s House 3 (Growth Chart &
Handprint Canvas)
Lower Elementary (Heart Strings)
Upper Elementary (Reaching Your Summit)

Raise-the-Paddle Donors

Chip Norris
Patricia Ofodile
Katrina & Chris O’Gahan
Lois Pond
Geoff Pierson
Bhargavi Devarajan & Pradeep Rao
Kate & Scott Salley
Sylwia Legowik & Arkadiusz Sitek
Parul Matani & Chris Stauffer
Gayatri Cuddalorepatta & Rajesh Sunkari
Martha Torrence
Christy Tureta

Namita & Aaron Agarwal
Sarah & Nadir Ahmed
Emily & Rob Alexander
Jean Anderson
Yana & Eric Bloomstein
Tiffany Campbell
Louise Carroll
Tanya Bedore & Colin Cashman
Rebecca & Matthew Crawford
Natalya Chubarova & Igor Chubarov
Krissy & Evan Davis
Leslie Lussier & Ed DiGeronimo
Jessica Xu & Yaoming Duan
Andrea Green
Stephen Griffin
Pam & Josh Grossetti
Nahdia Pirzada & Omer Khan
Alicia & James Lennon
Liz Love
Hope & Matthew Luckie Grasse
Siobhan Mahaney
Raluca & Eric Mandrila-Viazmensky
Sujatha Mizar & Peter Martin
Carol & Peter Miller
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Summit Volunteers
Volunteers are an essential part of Summit
Montessori School. They serve as class parents
and trip chaperones; they provide and serve
food and beverages for a variety of occasions;
they organize, manage, and work at the Book
Fair; they make classroom materials; they share
their family and cultural traditions with the students in our classrooms; they lead the Summit Montessori Parents
Association (SMPA); and, as trustees, they contribute their unique knowledge, skills, and perspectives to educational planning and decision making. Our volunteers provide a myriad of helping hands in so many important
ways.
The partnership between Summit and our families is not a luxury – it is a necessity. When families are positively
engaged, our community is stronger. It is with the help of our volunteers that we are a vibrant and welcoming
place for young learners, a place where our students thrive. To all those talented souls who have given their time
during the last year – thank you.

Summit Montessori Parents’ Association (SMPA) Leadership 2017-2018
Dennis Milan
Nahdia Pirzada

Room Parents
Beginners
Sarah Ahmed
Tanya Bedore Cashman
CH1
Maureen Brenner
Jean Lee
CH2
Namita Agarwal
Scott Salley
CH3
Stephen Griffin
Lauren McDonough
LE
Rebecca Crawford
Reluca Mandrila-Viazmensky
Nahdia Pirzada
UE
Ed DiGeronimo
Alicia Lennon
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The Maria Montessori Award, 2017-2018
The Maria Montessori Award is presented to volunteers whose exceptional dedication and leadership in meeting
the needs of the Summit community have contributed significantly to advancing the mission of the School.
Nominated by the Administrative Team, these volunteers have given above and beyond what is typical at any
school. These recipients are “volunteers extraordinaire” and role models for our whole community. Their work
touches many aspects of the School and genuinely enhances the Summit experience.
This past year the Administrative Team nominated and unanimously endorsed Jessica Mooraj and Nahdia Pirzada
to be this year’s Maria Montessori Award recipients.

Jessica, mom to Summit alumnae Laila and Danya, has been part of Summit leadership for the past seven years.
Drawn into active volunteerism her first year at Summit, she has lead the Summit Montessori Parents’ Association (SMPA), managed the spring fundraising event, and organized the Book Fair. Jessica has also served as a trustee where she chaired the Governance Committee and was active on the Development Committee. Her business
background, superlative organizational and analytical skills, thoughtfulness, generosity of spirit and her philanthropy have been wonderful gifts to the Summit community.
Even before the Khan children (Amer in UE and Amna in LE) were fully enrolled, Nahdia was engaging with the
Summit community. She has spent three very active years at Summit developing a reputation as a volunteer
goddess. In her time at Summit, Nahdia was dedicated, organized, friendly, and an excellent communicator; her
follow-through was second to none. She co-chaired the SMPA for two consecutive years, was a tireless Room
Parent, and chaired the online auction where she solicited vendors like an atomic-powered machine.
We are tremendously grateful for Jessica and Nahdia’s leadership, commitment, and plethora of contributions.
They have both made a BIG difference in this “small-by-design” school.
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The Board of Visitors
The Board of Visitors (BOV) is a group of invited individuals who bring their wisdom, ideas, and experience to
campus, as well as serve as ambassadors and cheerleaders for our School. Many members have a long-standing
history as former parents or past trustees.
BOV members attend a special event, generally in the late fall or winter, where they renew friendships and share
this wisdom and perspective with trustees and administration. BOV members are invited back in March to observe in classrooms. We are delighted to have a multifarious group of esteemed individuals advocating for Summit Montessori School in the larger community.

In February 2018, BOV members and Summit leadership were part of an evening gathering at Summit, Big Steps
Forward, that updated them on the progress of our strategic plan and enjoyed the Level Up Village presentations
that the Upper Elementary students had prepared. We all reveled in the company of friends who bring a wealth
of knowledge back to Summit.
Lorraine Bennett, past parent
Mary Ann Ciampa, past parent & former trustee
Claudia Davidoff, past faculty & former interim Head of School
Maria Ganong-Bauer, past parent & former trustee
Katherine Garrahan, founder, past parent & former trustee
Lisa Giallonardo, founder & former Head of School
Gail Gregory, past parent & former trustee
Ellen Harwood, past parent
Michelle Marino, founder, past parent & former trustee
Michele Pierce, past parent & former trustee
Lisa Potter, past parent & former trustee
Yun Scollard, past parent
Monica Shay, past parent & former trustee
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Ice Cream Truck Challenge
On the final day of school last June, students, parents, grandparents, and friends who attended the end-of-year
picnic enjoyed a visit from an ice cream truck and a free tasty treat of their choosing. The truck visit was in
celebration of an 81% current family participation in the Summit Fund!
Current family donations to our annual fund are extremely important; major donors often consider current
parent participation as a measure of family commitment to the School.
Thank you again, Summit families—your generosity was incredible. You rose to the challenge and we all enjoyed
the benefits!
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Summit Director of Development
Thank you and a Fond Farewell
to Lois Pond
Following seven successful years as Summit Montessori School’s Director of Development, Lois Pond announced last spring that she had decided to move on to
other pursuits. Lois has served Summit incredibly well during her time here. She
has a deft and experienced hand at development, and she will be missed in this
capacity. During her tenure at Summit Lois very capably built up family and staff
participation in the Annual Fund, led the charge to redefine our annual Spring
Event to a highly successful family event, and worked effectively and proactively with SMPA (Summit Montessori Parents’ Association) and its leadership.
Lois brought a distinctive blend of Yankee pragmatism, humor, and a “can do” attitude to work with her each
and every day. She shaped the Development Committee into a cohesive and highly effective force for Summit’s good during her tenure. As the mother of three successful young women, all of whom were Montessori
grads, Lois tirelessly advocated for this method of education and its outcomes.
We wish Lois all the best in her next endeavors!

A Warm Welcome to Rebecca Crawford!
We are immensely pleased to welcome Rebecca Crawford on board as Summit’s
new Director of Development! Rebecca brings a broad range of relevant skills to
her work in this capacity. Her initial focus was in the world of art and museum
management. She holds a BA in Art from Smith College and an MA from the
Rhode Island School of Design. Over time, her work in the nonprofit world moved her squarely into the
realm of development. As Educational Director of the USS Constitution Museum for six years, Rebecca became involved both directly and indirectly in all things development. While there she took on major responsibility for coordinating the largest donor event of the year and set the stage so that the fund-raising aspects
of the program could be successful. Rebecca is described as “all in”, “passionate”, and someone who does not
hesitate to ask for support because “it is her passion for the organization that motivates her”.
Rebecca is the parent of two children who are currently enrolled at Summit; her family has been actively
involved with the school for six years. As a Montessori child herself, Rebecca deeply appreciates the longterm benefits that this form of education bestows. Rebecca served on the Summit Board of Trustees for
three years, working tirelessly on the Development Committee and providing important leadership as Chair
of Summit’s Spring Event for two years.
Rebecca is very excited to take on the role of encouraging/educating our young Summit families toward
philanthropic literacy and participation. She states, “As a non-profit professional I understand that all roles
are development roles, we all work together to show the world our value. I am especially excited to tackle
the challenges of expanding our annual fund participation and making the case for philanthropic giving to a
place that gives so much to our children”.

Summit Montessori School
283 Pleasant Street
Framingham, MA 01701
www.summitmontessori.org
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